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Introduction of Japan Agency of Marine 
Earth Science and Technology 

(JAMSTEC）

• Research Institute that covers  
– Oceanography and meteorology

– Solid Earth Science

– Life Science

– Technology development

– research vessels, submersible

• Personnel: 1,008

（554 for research and development）

• Budget: 32 billion JPY



Various data acquired by 

JAMSTEC
 Ocean & atmosphere
Temperature, salinity, CO2, current, cloud, aerosol, …

 Solid earth
Seismic waves, electro-magnetic data, underground structure, 
rock and sediment on seafloor and in drilled core,…

 Biology
生物サンプル、プランクトン、生物画像、等々

 Computer simulation
Climate, earthquake & tsunami, ocean current, … 

 2nd -order data made from 1st order data 
(listed above)



Introduction of JAMSTEC-R
 JAMSTEC publishes the peer-reviewed journal "JAMSTEC-R" (JAMSTEC Report of 

Research and Development) biannually (Sep/Mar) that reports research and 
development results on marine-earth science and technology. Its electronic journal is 
also available on J-STAGE.

 Those who are involved in research and technology development at Japan Agency for 
Marine-Earth Science and Technology, and those who conduct a survey or research 
activity using JAMSTEC’s survey equipment, research facilities or data and samples etc., 
are all eligible for paper submission regardless of organization to which they belong.

• “Original Paper”, “Review”, “Report” and “Data Paper”

• All manuscripts have been peer-reviewed

• Extensive coverage of ocean and the earth related fields

• DOI granted 

• Submissions can be either in English or in Japanese

• Article processing charge is free

• 10-12 papers published each year



Introduction of “Data paper” category 
on JAMSTE-R in 2017

• Promotion of Open Data

To promote to open data buried in JAMSTEC by 
providing data creators/observers with 
incentives. Data papers are also useful to 
advertise already-opened data to public. 



Data paper of JAMSTEC-R

• The data paper is defined as a paper that describes data contents, 
acquisition methods, data formats, and access for data obtained 
by observations, experiments, measurements, or computer 
simulation. A data paper does not include analysis, interpretation, 
or scientific conclusions. 

• JAMSTEC-R will publish data papers on data obtained by JAMSTEC 
members working for scientific research and technical 
development, or data obtained by observation/research facilities 
of JAMSTEC. 

• Upon publication, the data are accessible via the JAMSTEC-R data 
repository. 



Process to make “Data paper” 
category in JAMSTEC-R

 2015
Discussion on WHAT DATA PAPER is.

Collect existing data papers, seminar with speacialists on the 
data paper, and so forth.

 2016
Simulation of writing, reviewing, and editing a data paper.

Ask researchers to write a data paper on the basis of data 
that they published recently. The JAMSTEC-R committee 
conducted an review and edit on a trial basis and established 
a manuscript format, a submission rule, and review policy. 

 April, 2017 Started to call for data paper. 



Composition of Data paper in 
JAMSTEC-R

(1) Title

(2) Authors: Including persons who are directly engaged in data acquisition

(3) Abstract: Approx. 400 characters in Japanese or 250 words in English

(4) Introduction: Background, purpose, etc.

(5) Methods: Methods of experiments / surveys and observations, process of experiments 
/surveys and observations, data processing methods, locations of data acquisition, data 
quality control methods, etc.

(6) Expected use of the data: Value in reuse of the data that authors expect

(7) Data records: Data format, Accessibility, usage notes for reuse of the data (copyrights, 
usage conditions, etc.)

(8) Ownership of Data
In addition to above, figures, tables, acknowledgements, references, etc. should be 
included as necessary. 



Example of a data paper

Seismic travel time

The authors belong to my research group

JAMSTEC-R committee member

http://doi.org/10.5918/jamstecr.24.23



observatory

Travel time anomaly

earthquakes

Seismic travel time = propagation time of seismic wave from 
earthquake to seismic observatory. It bears information of 
temperature and mineral composition in the Earth.
Massive travel time data are used for imaging seismic 
velocities in the Earth (seismic tomography)

Seismic velocity anomaly



What can we get from seismic travel time data
Mantle structure beneath Japan

Obayashi et al. (2013)



Example of data 
paper

Distribution of 
seismic 

observatories



• Measurement 
methods

• Quality of 
measured data

Example of data paper



Data format

Example of data paper

More than billion of data are accumulated in the seismic travel time data base.



Accessibility
Readers can access data via data repository

Example of data paper



Summary

• We introduced a new category “data paper” in 
JAMSTEC-R to promote “Open data.” It should 
be useful to highlight contribution of data 
creators/observers to advance in science

• To establish format of data paper and editing 
and review process, we performed a 
simulation by making and editing a data paper 
on a trial basis with existing a data base in 
JAMSTEC.


